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Abstract

A Mobite Agent based Routing Protocol For Mobile Ad hoc Networks

Lei Liang

Master of Science

Department of Computer Science

University of Manitoba

2004

Ad-hoc networking is a concept in computer communications, which al-

lows users $'anting to communicate with each other to form a temporary net-

work, without any form of centralized administration or infrastructure. Each

node participating in the network acts both as host and as router and must

therefore be wiiling to fo¡ward packets for other nodes. For this purpose, a

routing protocol is needed.

The goal of this research is to design a flexible and efficient rout-

ing scheme for a mobile ad hoc network (MANET). Because an MANET is

composed of wireless mobile computing devices forming an ad-hoc network

without existing v¡ired infrastructure or base stations, the network topol-

ogy changes frequently. Hence, routing in such a dynamic environment is

a challenging task. Some previous routing schemes in mobile ad hoc net-

works include Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [JM96], Cluster-Based Rout-

ing Protocol (CBRP) [KVCP97], and Temporally-Ordered Routing Protocol

(TORA) [PC97], among others. In these routing schemes, some nodes may be



loaded unnecessarily heavil¡ end-to-end delay may be high and these schemes

are also hard to upgrade once they are in operation. To address these prob-

lems, a new routing algorithm using mobile agents is presented. Mobile agents

are software entities that can move freely between network nodes, and can exe-

cute programs that they carry with them at whicheve¡ node they are currently

running on. The approach proposed in this thesis is a demand-based routing

algorithm that provides efficient routing at the application layer.

This new proposed routing scheme has been implemented in Java using

Aglets [LOKK97] . In addition, the routing scheme was also simulated on

a mobile ad hoc network simulator ANtrJOS lSM01] to evaluate its perfor-

mance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1- Background

Wireless communication between mobile users is becoming more popular than

ever before because of recent technological advances and price decreases in

wireless mobile communication devices such as laptops, wireless routers and

personaÌ digital assistants (PDAs). This trend has led to still lower prices and

higher data transmission rates, which are the two main reasons why the use

of mobile computing continues to grow rapidly.

There are two distinct approaches to supporting wireless communica-

tions between two or more hosts. The flrst approach is to extend the existing

wired network infrastructure to carry data. In this case, the nodes in the

wired network infrastructure will include wireless access points connected by

wired networks and using wired servers for handling such tasks as IP address

assignment, routing, etc. This approach requires handoff processing when a



connection must be smoothly handed over from one base station to another

base station as the mobile device moves. Further, this must be done without

noticeable delay or packet loss.

The second approach to supporting wireless communications is to form

an ad hoc network among mobile hosts wanting to communicate with each

other. Such a netrvork operates without the need for predefined network in-

frastructure at the cost of increased overhead for the participating mobile de-

vices. A Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) lman03] [Lau95] is "a temporary

dynamic network constructed by a collection of mobile hosts in the absence of

base stations and wired backbone infrastructure" . In such a network, any mo-

bile host can serve as a router to send messages between other communicating

hosts. Comparing them to the conventional cellular systems, MANETs have

several advantages. These include:

o On demand setup,

o Fault tolerance, and

o Unconstrained connectivity

Because nodes in an MANET are forwarding packets for each other,

some sort of routing protocol is necessary to make the routing decisions. Cur-

rently there does not exist any single standard for a routing protocol for mobile

ad hoc networks and many problems remain to be solved before any standard

can be agreed upon. This thesis focuses on som€ of these problems and pro-

poses a new routing scheme for mobile ad hoc networks based on mobile agent



technology that will make the deployment and testing of new schemes easier.

L.2 ProblemDescription

The primary objective ofthis thesis is to design and simulate a new application-

lal'er routing protocol for wireless ad hoc networks. The proposed routing

scheme discovers one or rnultiple routes using a new network paradigm - mobile

agents, and uses al1 discovered paths to transmit data simultaneously. Mobile

agents are able to discover routes independently by moving freely between

mobile hosts and by executing the code that they carry to complete needed

operations, such as cloning themselves, checking and updating routing tables,

sending messages and destroying themselves as required on every node they

travel through. During the process of data transmission, the proposed protocol

is able to react rapidly to network failures happening on the nodes in use by

quickly informing the source node about the failure(s) and then transferring the

workload on the failed path(s) to other, still available paths or by recliscovering

routes if no other paths are available. Such a routing scheme has the following

benefits:

o It maintains up to date network routing information at the nodes in-

volved in active communication in the mobile ad hoc network:

r It can potentially reduce the overall network load by limiting the flooding

of messages in the network;



It can balance the transmission load across network nodes by transmit-

ting data over all available paths;

The use of mobilc agents allows the routing code to be dynamically down-

loaded to each mobile node. This is more flexible than using fixed code

and will make application specific routing possible and routing algorithm

updates easy.

The goals of this thesis are to:

Survey existing and proposed routing protocols for mobile ad hoc net-

works.

o Develop and implement a new applicationlayer routing ptotocol fol mo-

bile ad hoc netwo¡ks based on mobile agents.

o Evaluate the proposed protocol both analytically and through simula-

tion.

1-.3 Organization

Section 2 explains the basic concepts of mobile ad hoc networks and rout-

ing in such a network. Section 3 reviews some previous work on routing in

MANETs. In Section 4, we discuss the problems that exist in the previous

work and propose a new routing protocol. Section 5 presents a perfotmance

evaluation of the proposed routing protocol. Section 6 provides some conclu-

sions and discusses possibie future work. Appendices are also provided which



include a gÌossary of terms and the class definitions of packets used in the

implementation.

1,.4 Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used throughout the thesis. Most of these

correspond to existing MANET routing protocols though some are specific to

the new mobile agent based routing protocol described in this thesis.

r AODV - Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector

o BRP - Broadcast Resolution Protocol

r CBRP - Cluster-based Routing Protocol

o DSR - Dynamic Source Routing

o FSR - Fisheye State Routing Protocol

¡ IARP - Int¡Azone Routing Protocol

o IERP - IntErzone Routing Protocol

r IETF - Internet Engineering Task Force

o IrDA - Infrared Data Association

r LANMAR - Landmark Routing Protocol

¡ MANET - Mobile Ad hoc Networks



. MARP - Mobile Agent based Routing Protocol

¡ OLSR - Optimized Link State Routing Protocol

o RDAgent - Route Discovery mobile Agent

o RMAgent - Route Maintenance mobile Agent

r TBRPF - Topology Broadcast via Reverse-Path Forwarding

o TORA - Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm



Chapter 2

General Concepts

2.L Mobile Ad hoc Networks

2.IJ General

A mobile ad hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes forming a temporary

network with the absence of fixed infrastructure- Each of the nodes has a

wireless interface and communicates with the other nodes using, typicall¡

either radio or infrared transmissionl. Figure 2.1 shows a simple mobile ad

hoc network with five nodes. Note that not all hosts are in direct contact with

each other.

There has recently been a lot of research interest in the area of mo-

bile ad hoc networks and there have been several scenarios suggested where

mobile ad hoc networks would be beneficial. The following is a list of po-

LIn ihis thesis. we assume râdio transmission is used
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Figure 2.1: An example of MANET.

tential application scenarios for MANETs that have been suggested in the

literature [CM99]:

o Post-disaster rescue in which any existing wired o¡ wireless infrastructure

would likely have been destroyed but where an ad hoc wireless network

could still be used for communications;

. Sensor networks |ASSCO2] in which sensors are scattered around in a

terrain and subsequently communicate about their current environment;

o Temporary collaborations between colleagues who meet outside their

normal working environment so they need to form an instant network;

r Vehicular networks in which cars camy ad hoc nodes capable of commu-

nicating with other cars to exchange, for example, imformation on trafic



conditions that have previously been encountered;

o Military battlefields where soldiers carry portable wireless network de-

vices for communication;

An ad hoc network, by its nature, must use decentralized administra-

tion, since no infrastructure exists to provide such services. Further, the mobile

devices must be able to enter/leave the network as they wish. Due to the lim-

ited transmitter range of the nodes, multiple hops might be needed to ¡each

other nodes. Every node intending to participate in an ad hoc network must

therefore be willing to forward packets on behalf of other nodes. Hence, ev-

ery mobile node must act both as a router2 and as a host. A mobile host in

this thesis is assumed simply to be an IP-addressable entity in the traditional

sense.

2.L.2 Key Characteristics of MANETs

Mobile ad hoc networks are often characterized as having dynamic topolo-

gies due to the fact that nodes change their physical locations and hence the

nodes with which they may communicate changes. Another characteristic of

MANETs is that the hosts in such a network typically have very limited CPU

capacity, storage capacity and battery power. A key side effect this last charac-

teristic is that the limited power available results in limited transmitter range.

This affects connectivity in an MANET.

2See Appendix A for a definition of router and any other terms used in this thesis that
readers may be unfamilia¡ with.



In a wireless environment, the access media also has special charac-

te¡istics that must be considered when designing protocols for mobile ad hoc

networks. For example, unidirectional links may arise if two nodes have trans-

mitters of significantly different strengths. This will allow onìy one host to

hear the other.

2.2 Mobile Agents

Mobile agents are a nerÃ/ network paradigm in which software entities (the

agents) can act on behalf of a user ot a progra,m and can move independently

between hosts under the agent's own control. A mobile agent system must be

provided to support the running of mobile agents on each node.

In general, a mobile agent executes on a machine that provides the

resource or service that the mobile agent needs in order to perform its job

on behalf of its creator. If a machine does not provide the needed resource

or service, or if the mobile agent requires a resource or service on another

machine, the mobile agent can transfer itself to that machine.

Mobile agents have been developed primarily as an extension of, and

replacement for, the client-server model. A typical example of mobile agents

is shown in Figure 2.2. The client first initializes a mobile agent and then

sends the agent (code) to a desired server A. The agent then begins to execute

the code it carries locally at Server A upon arrival. After the expected tasks

are done or when the agent needs some computing resource(s) which Serve¡ A

cannot provide, the agent moves on to Server B and executes its code there.

10
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Figure 2.2: A typical example of Mobile Agents (adapted from lFis00])

When all tasks are completed, the mobile agent brings the execution results

back to the client.

Lange and Oshima IKG99] describe a number of benefits associated with

using mobile agents. These include:

o Mobile agents can reduce network load and network latency by executing

programs locally at remote hosts on behalf of their users.

¡ Mobile agents are able to upgrade protocols in use by moving to the

destination and setting up a new communication channel operating under
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the revised policies.

r After being dispatched, mobile agents become independent of the pro-

cess that created them and can operate asynchronously and react au-

tonomously to environmental changes dynamically. Among other things,

this aÌlows them to operate on behalf of their creating machines when

those machines may be temporarily disconnected.

r Mobile agents can provide optimal conditions for seamless system in-

tegration because of dependence only on their execution environments.

Existing systems, such as telecommunication systems) often need to add

new services and mobile agents can be used to perform this task.

These benefits make mobile agents well suited to a number of niche ap-

plication systems such as E-commerce, personal assistance and certain telecom-

munication networks services. In recent years, à number of commercial and

research mobile agent systems have been developed. For example, Agent

TCL lGra96] (renamed D'Agents) is a mobile agent system that was devel-

oped at Dartmouth College specifically to address the weaknesses of early

mobile agent systems. ARA lPS97] is a platform for the portable and secure

execution of mobile agents in network environments which provides full mobile

agent functionality while retaining conventionaì programming models and lan-

guages as much as possible. Concordia l\ ¡PWD97] provides a useful platform

for network-efficient development and management of mobile agents acloss

a wide range of platforms. Aglets lLOKK9l, which was developed at IBM

72



Tokyo Research Laboratory, provides lightweight Java objects (cal1ed aglets)

that can move autonomously from one rnachine to another to execute carried

program code based on carried state information. Mole [BHR98] was the first

Java-based mobile agent system. It focused on providing a stable environ-

ment for the development and use of mobile agents in large-scale distributed

applications.

Though these systems differ in their goals, motivations, and implemen-

tations (for example, Agent TCL achieved good support for migrations, but

Iacked efñciency due to the use of the TCL language; while Mole realized

good security and good communication between agents at the cost of sup-

porting Java only), all of them provide common functionalities that include

the migration of agents, communication between agents, support fo¡ various

programming languages, and various forms of security.

Recently, mobile agent based techniques have been applied in mobile

ad hoc networks. For exampìe, Sugar et al [SI01] proposed a mobile agert

based scheme to adaptively cluster mobile ad hoc networks. In this scheme,

clustedng decisions are made based on certain network parameters, such as

node connectivity, node mobility, node capability, link conditions, as well as

maximum and available bandwidth. Every cluster has a clustering agent that

is capable of making membership modification decisions, transferring nodes

and splits or merges clusters.

13



2.3 Routing

Routing is the technology by which data frnds its way across a network from

a source to a destination. Along the way, one or mote intermediate nodes

typically are involved. Routing consists of two basic activities: determining

optimal routing paths and transporting packets through the netrvork along the

selected path.

When a node receives a data packet destined to another node, it checks

a data structure that contains all the information necessary to forward data

packets towards their destinations. This data structure is referred to as a

routing table. Each routing table entry describes the collection of the best

path(s) to particular destinations. When forwarding a data packet, the routing

table entry providing the best path for this packet's destination is located.

This matching routing table entry then provides the address of the next hop

towards the packet's destination. The specific routing information contained

in the routing table varies depending on the routing algorithm used.

Among the conventional routing protocols, link state algorithms and

distance vector algorithms are the tq/o types most widely used.

2.3.L Link State Algorithms

Link state algorithms (also known as shortest path first algorithms) flood

routing information to al1 nodes in the network. In link state algorithms, each

node maintains a view of the complete topology and each link is associated

74



with a cost3. To keep these costs consistent throughout the network, each node

periodically broadcasts the link costs of its outgoing links to all other nodes.

As each node receives this information, it updates its link state information

for the netrvork. A shortest path algorithm is used to choose the next-hop for

each dest ination during routing.

2.3.2 Distance Vector Algorithms

In distance vector algorithms (also known as Bellman Ford algorithms), each

node only monitors the hop count of its outgoing links, instead of broadcasting

this information to all nodes. Each node periodically broadcasts, to its neigh-

bours, both an estimate of the shortest distance to every other node in the

network and the next node along each shortest path, in the form of distance

vectors and direction vectors. The receiving nodes then use this information

to update their routing tables by using a shortest path algorithm (typically

the Bellman Ford single source, shortest path algorithm applied in terms of

number of hops).

Link State algorithms track the time delay across each network link and

calculate a cost metric based on it, while Distance Vector algorithms care only

about the number of hops between source and destination and choose the best

routes according to this hop count metric. Distance Vector algorithms consider

all hops as equal. As a result, compared to Distance Vector algorithms, Link

State algorithms typically require more overhead in terms of processor power

3By cost we m€an the time delay for transmission.

15



and memory to perform their required computations.
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Chapter 3

Ad hoc Routing Protocols

3.1 Mobile Ad hoc Networks

Because all nodes in an MANET are free to move, paths and routing infor-

mation can change frequently. In the example provided in Figure 2.1, node A

has two paths to node E: A-B-D-E and A-C-D-E, however, these two paths

might become unavailabÌe should node D move out of range of node E. If node

E subsequently moves close enough to node A, then node A would be able

to communicate with node E directly. Alternatively, node E might enter the

communication range of node C, so A-C-E would become a valid path. Clearly,

there are many possibilities, so routes must be discovered dynamically and,

because of the limited resource available in mobile devices, with the lowest

possible overhead.

17



3.1.1 Features of Routing Protocols for Mobile Ad hoc

Networks

Any routing protocol for an MANÐT should have the following three features:

¡ efficient operation in terms of various netrvork characteristics such as

bandwidth, network delay and adaptation to varying network topology;

o support for conventional connection-oriented service and support for con-

nectionless IP service;

r rapid reaction to changes in the network topology and/or other network

characteristics.

As the main component of MANETs, the characteristics of mobile hosts

is another important factor that can affect the overall performance of routing

protocols in MANETs. Some additional desired features of routing protocols

for MANETs related to mobile hosts include:

o low computation overhead and memory footprint.

r minimal power consumption.

Routing in an MANET typically consists of two phases: route discovery

and route maintenance.

r Route Discovery is the mechanism by which a node S intending to send

a packet to a destination node D obtains a source routel to D.

lThe term "source ¡oute" is explained in Appendix A

18



. Route Maintenance is the mechanism by which node S is able to detect,

while using â source route to D, if the network topology has changed

such that it can no longer use its route to D because one or more links

along the route no ìonger work. When Route Maintenance detects that

a source route is broken, S can attempt to use any other route it happens

to knorv about to reach D, or it can invoke Route Discovery again to find

â, new route for subsequent packets to D.

The problem of routing in a dynamic wireless network is difficult and

challenging. The frequent changes of network topology make it impossible to

directly apply conventionaÌ routing protocols that were developed for use in

wired networks. In response to this difficulty, the routing problem has probably

been the most active area of MANET research.

3.L.2 Desirable Properties of Routing Protocols for MANETs

Because existing routing protocols for wired networks cannot meet the de-

mands of MANETs, we need a new routing protocol. The question is "what

properties should such protocols have?". These properties, as described in

RFC 2501 lcMggl, include:

¡ Distributed operation: the protocol should not depend on a centralized

controlling node.

r Loop free2: the routing protocol should avoid any corresponding waste

2See Appendix A for â defiDitiôn of "loop freedom"

19



of bandwidth or CPU consumption.

Demand-based operation: the routing protocols should only react when

needed, to minimize the overhead and resource consumption in the net-

work.

Proactive operation: if bandwidth and energy resources permit, proac-

tive operations can avoid the unacceptable additional latency caused by

demand-based operation in certain circumstances.

UnidirectionaÌ link support: the radio environment can cause the forma-

tion of unidirectional links. Support for unidirectional links can improve

the routing protocol performance.

Security: the radio environment is especially vulnerable to many forms

of attack. To ensure the desired behaviour from an MANET routing

protocol, we need preventive security measures.

"Sleep" period operation: nodes of an MANÐT may stop transmitting

or receiving for arbitrary time periods for reason of energy conservation

(when their hosts enter "sleep" mode), or due to other needs to be in-

active. A routing protocol should be able to accommodate such sleep

periods without undesi¡abìe consequences.
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3.2 Routing protocols

Many previous strategies for routing in MANETs have been proposed includ-

ing some by the MANET working group of the Internet Engineering Task

Force (IETF). The purpose of that working group is to standardize IP routing

protocol functionality suitable for wireless routing applications within both

static and dynamic network topologies. MANET routing protocols are clas-

sified into two categories as described in RFC 2501 [CM99]: proactive rout-

ing and demand-based routing. Proactive Ìouting continually maintains rout-

ing information for all available paths within the network via a periodic up-

date process so that when a packet needs to be forwarded, routes are known

and can be used immediately. The proactive method takes less time to dis-

covel routes but it has to maintain routing information for unused paths and

this may incur more ongoing overhead. Demand-based routing, on the other

hand, rather than maintaining routing paths between all node pairs at all

times, invokes a route search procedure on demand (i.e. when a message is

to be sent, then a route is determined). The demand-based routing scheme

makes more eficient use of network bandwidth since it avoids sending un-

necessary route maintenance messâges. The disadvantage of this scheme,

however, is that it has a longer route discovery delay as compared to the

proactive routing scheme. Recently the MANET working group has pub-

lished descriptions of more than ten MANET routing protocols. These in-

clude: Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) lPR99], Fisheye

State Routing protocol (FSR) [PGC00], Dynamic Source Routing protocol
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(DSR) UM96l, Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithms (TORA) [PC97],

and Cluster-Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) |KVCP9|, among others. The

following sub-sections provide general descriptions of these existing protocoìs.

3.2.L Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)

The Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) lPR99] routing algorithm is

a demand-based routirg protocol that performs multi-hop routing between mo-

bile nodes. Using the distance vector approach (where routing information is

stored as a vector of { target, direction, distance } triples), each entity in a net-

work keeps information about the available routes to all the known destinations

within the network. The AODV routing algorithm sends a "RouteREQuest"

(RREQ) message containing the address information of the source node and

the destination node to all its neighbours to discover a route. The RREQ mes-

sage is propagated through the network in this way until it either reaches the

destination or a node that has a fresh route to the destination (which can then

supply the route). The route is made available by unicasting a "RouteREPly"

(RRÐP) message containing the route information back to the originator of

the RREQ. AODV uses only the shortest route (minimal "distance" in terms

of number of hops) to transfer data and does not require nodes to maintain

routes to destinations that those nodes are not actively communicating with.

AODV reacts to changes in network topology and to link failure in a timely

manner by usìng a "RouteERRor" (RÐRR) message to notify other nodes that

a link loss has occu¡red.
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3.2.2 Fisheye State Routing Protocol (FSR)

The Fisheye State Routing protocol (FSR) [PGC00] is a proactive routing

protocol. Each node in an ad hoc network forms a fisheye scope centering

itself, and each node stores the link state of all possible destinations in the

network. The link state of a node is the status of the node's adjacent network

links. The center node periodically broadcasts link state update information

for all nodes to its r-hop neighbours (r : 1,2,3,..). This is done with different

frequencies based on the value of r. That is, the center node propagates link

state updates for each destination to closer neighbours more frequently than

it does to neighbours that are farther away. Based on the link state updates,

nodes can obtain the entire network topology and compute efficient routes.

When a packet is sent from a node, FSR operàtes in such a way that the

routes chosen will gradualÌy increase in accuracy as the packet gets closer to

its destination (since it will enter a section of the network with a higher link

state update refresh rate).

3.2.3 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) lJM96], another common routing protocol

used in MANETs, also belongs to the demand-based class. Route discovery

using DSR consists of finding paths from the source to the destination and

selecting the shortest path as the data transmission route. The job of route

maintenance is then only to manage data transmission over the selected route.

When a node wants to communicate rvith another, the source node broadcasts



a route-request message to all its neighbours and each neighbour forwards the

route-request message by adding its own address and re-broadcasting it until

the route-request message reaches the destination which then responds with

the entire route information. Using this approach, multiple routes may be

discovered. With DSR, when route maintenance detects a problem with a

route in use (due to movement of routing nodes), an update message is sent

back to the source node and the route is discarded. DSR then re-broadcasts

to discover a new route. This process will be repeated until data transmission

is complete or, after a certain number of faiied attempts, the transmission is

aborted. DSR supports both bidirectional and unidirectional ad hoc networks.

Some improvements to DSR have been made by Marti, et al. [MGLB0O]. These

include a particular process (the "watchdog" ) which is used to identify misbe-

having nodes and a "pathrater" process that helps the routing protocol bypass

such nodes.

3.2.4 Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA)

The Temporally-O¡dered Routing Algorithm (TORA) lPC97] is a distributed

routing protocol for multi-hop networks and offers a combination of demand-

based routing and proactive routing. TORA associates a "height" with each

node in the network. The height of each node is unique. All data packets are

delivered from a node with higher height to a node with lower height. When

a node needs a route to a destination, it sets the height of the destination to

0 and all other nodes' heights are set to undefined NULL. The node will then



broadcast a QueRY (QRY) packet containing the address of the destination.

This QRY packet will propagate through the netv¡ork until it reaches the

destination or an intermediate node that has à route to the destination. The

receiving node will then broadcast an UPDate (UPD) packet that contains its

height with respect to the destination. Every node receiving this UPD packet

will set its own height to one greater than the height of the neighbour from

which it receives the UPD packet, and will then broadcast its own UPD packet

with its new height. When the source node receives the UPD packet, it sets

its own height to the largest number received, and thereby a directed acyclic

graph (DAG) rooted at the destination is constructed. This results in multiple

directed paths from the source node to the destination node. If a node finds

that a given destination is unreachable, it sets its own height to be a local

maximum value for this destination. When a node cannot find a neighbour

of any height having a path to the destination, it will seek to discover a new

route.

3.2.6 Cluster-Based Routing Protocol (CBRP)

The Cluster-Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) [KVCP97] is a demand-based

MANtrT routing protocol. CBRP divides the nodes of an MANET into a

collection of potentially overlapping clusters. In each cluster, one host must

be elected as the cluster head which is in charge of maintaining cluster mem-

bership information. The need for intra-cluster routing is discovered dynami-

cally using the membership information held by the cluster heads. The actual



inter-cluster routing is achieved by having each cluster head periodically flood

a Route Request (RREQ) message containing its routing information to other

cluster heads in the network. CBRP is a good approach when dealing with a

large-scale mobile ad hoc network since the clustering reduces the number of

messages when compared, for example, to DSR.

3.2.6 Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR)

The Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR) UMQ+01] is a proactive

protocol. Each node in an MANET selects a set of neighbour nodes as multi-

point relay nodes (MPBs). Each MPR periodically announces the information

that it has been selected as an MPR by some neighbour node(s) to the rest of

the net'çvork. In this manner, each MPR announces to the part of the network

it is connected to that it can reach the nodes that have selected it as an

MPR. In the route discovery ptocess, the MPRs are used to find routes from a

source node to any other destination in the network. Unlike CBRP (where the

cluster heads are defined a-priori), nodes using OLSR can select MPRs freely

and without the agreement of other mobile nodes.

3.2.7 Topology Broadcast

ing(TBRPF)

via Reverse-Path Forward-

Topology Broadcast based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF) lOB99] rout-

ing is a proactive routing protocol that uses the shortest path from the sou¡ce

to the destination. Each node in the network holds a data structure known as
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a "source tree", which stores the shortest paths to all nodes ¡eachable from the

given nodes based on partial network topology information stored in a "topol-

ogy table"3. Ðach node ânnounces a part ofits source tree to all its neighbours

using a combination of periodic and triggered updates. A triggered update can

be invoked when any node's topology changes in the network. To decide which

part of the source tree to report to neighbors, a node i first computes its "re-

portable node set" (RN). Node i puts node u in RN if i determines that some

neighbor j may select node i to be the next hop on the shortest path from j

to the destination u. TBRPF performs neighbour discovery using "differen-

tial" HELLO messages which report only changes in the status of neighbours

thereby saving network bandwidth.

3.2.8 Landmark Routing Protocol (LANMAR,)

The LANdMARk routing protocol (LANMAR) [GHP00] is a proactive routing

protocol. LANMAR partitions all nodes in the network into subsets based on

certain commonalities between nodes (e.g. a group of students from the same

class) such that nodes in a subset are likely to move as a group. Each member

in a subset has the same subset ID. A "landmark" node must be elected

from within each subset of the network. Like the cluster head in CBRP, the

landmark has information about all nodes in its subset. The route to any

given landmark is then propagated throughout the network using a distance

3A topology table is a data structure that stores information for each known link and
node in the net¡¡ork.
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vector mechanism.

Each node in the network uses a scoped routing algorithm to find its

"scope" and to get â,ccurate routing information within its own scope. The

scope of a node is the network area that is centered on the node in question

and bounded by a certain maximum hop distance. Routing update packets

are transferled only within a scope. Hence, a source can discover a path to a

destination immediately if the destination is located in the same scope as the

source node. To find paths to a destination outside the scope in which the

source is located, the source node must send a packet to a landmark that has

the same subset ID as the destination. Once the packet reaches the landmark,

it will be directed to the destination.

3.2.9 IntrAzone Routing Protocol (IARP) and IntEr-

zone Routing Protocol (IERP)

The IntrAzone Routing Protocol (IARP) [HPSO1c] is a limited scope proactive

routing protocol, which is used to support another routing protocol (the IntEr-

zone Routing Protocol lHPSOlb]). IARP maintains routes within each node's

routing zone by periodically updating the node's routing table- The routing

zone of a node is its surrounding r-hop neighbourhood. When a destination

located within the sender's routing scope is needed, no further route discov-

ery processing is required. When a route request for a distant destination is

made, IERP guides the route query packet outwards using routing informa-

tion provided by IARP instead of forwarding the packet from one neighbour to
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another. Once routes are discovered, routing zones are able to provide better

route maintenance service. Further, link failures can be bypassed via multiple

hop paths within a routing zone.

3.2.10 Bordercast Resolution Protocol (BRP)

The Bordercast Resolution Protocol (BRP) [HPSOta] provides a "bordercast-

ing" packet delivery service using a routing zone defined by IARP. Since each

node proactively tracks the topology of its surrounding routing zone, queries

can be directed to the edge of the node's routing zone rather than simply re-

layed to all neighbors. When a node wants to communicate with another node,

the source first checks whether or not the destination is located in its routing

zone. If so, a route can be discovered quickly. Otherwise, the source "border-

casts" a route query packet directly to all "marginal" neighbours (those nodes

that lie at the edge of its routing zone). Each marginal node then checks

whether or not the destination ìies within its routing zone. IÍ the destination

is found, a route is discovered. If not, these nodes repeat the same process

until the destination is reached.



Chapter 4

A Mobile Agent based Routing

Protocol for Mobile Ad hoc

Ir{etworks

In this part of the thesis, a new application layer-Mobile Agent based Routing

Protocol, MARP, and its implementation are presented. We chose to use

mobile agents as a routing tool because they are mobile and can carry code

(specifically routing code) to where it is best executed. This allows for great

flexibility in MANET routing and for the potential to build adaptive routing

protocols.

This chapter begins by giving some motivation as to why a mobile

agent based routing protocol is desirable in section 4.1. It then discusses the

general way in which the new protocol works in section 4.2. Section 4.3 goes
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into greater detail about the functioning of the new routing scheme. Two

improvements to the basic scheme are presented in sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.L Motivation for MARP

As stated earlier, many schemes (including those just reviewed) have been

proposed to provide efficient routing services in MANETs. However, there are

still some problems that need to be solved. For examplc, many existing pro-

tocols (including DSR [JM96], AODV lPR9gl and FSR [PGC00]) use message

flooding as the primary method of route discovery. In this case, the network

is often heavily loaded because of the volume of messages required. This also

results in high demands on the battery power of mobile devices which is un-

desirable. Most routing schemes (including AODV lPR99], DSR [JM96] and

TBRPF lOB99]) also use only the shortest available route from source to des-

tination to transmit data. In this case, the intermediate nodes on the shortest

path may be heavily loaded and the battery power of those nodes degraded.

This suggests it might be better (or at least fairer) to distribute the communi-

cation load over multiple paths. Another problem arises because frequent link

failure causes route rediscovery to take place often and the network is, conse-

quently, heavily loaded. This problem is particularly acute when routing uses

only one path (since the failure rate may be significantly higher). Additionally,

all the previously discussed protocols perform routing at the network or data

link layer. This makes thern hard to upgrade once they are in operation.

To solve some of these existing problems, we designed a new routing



protocol for mobile ad hoc networks. Unlike most previous routing protocols,

this new scheme achieves routing primarily at the application-layer instead of

at the network layer or data link layer. Only basic link connectivity is required

of the lower laver protocols.

4.2 Routing in MANETS using Mobile Agents

R.ecently, some initial research on routing in MANETs using mobile agents

has been done. Heissenbuttel et al. lHB03] also proposed a routing protocol,

which uses mobile agents to obtain an abstract network topology consisting of

logical routers and logical links on top of the physical network (where logical

routers and logical links are just a collection of nodes and paths between

them, respectively). To build these logical routers, nodes geographically close

to each other are grouped together. Logical links are established between

selected logical routers.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, Sugar et al. lSI01l proposed a cluster

based routing scheme. In their routing scheme, every cluster has a clustering

agent that is capable of making membership modification decisions including

transferring nodes between clusters and splitting or merging clusters. Com-

munication is used only between neighbouring agents to reduce the signalling

overhead. Clustering decisions are made based on a few network parameters

that are modified by an adaption mechanism to ensure adequate performance

even under dynamic conditions.

M. Bui et al. IBDDNO1] provide another approach to achieve routing
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using mobile agents. In this approach, each node dispatches a mobile agent

containing a ìocal routing table to move randomly from node to node in the

network and to update the routing information in the table as it goes. Mobile

agents also exchange routing information with each other when they meet on

any given node. This is a proactive routing scheme.

Work by Kramer et al. [KMM99] concentrates on route discovery. In

their system, speciflc mobile âgents âre used to keep track of the network

topology at all times and to update the routing tables at any mobile host they

reach using the information they have collected. When a route is requested,

another type of mobile agent is sent by the sender to find routes to the de-

sired destination. These mobile agents analyze the routing tables on the hosts

they arrive at and then either return a Ìoute to the sender if one is found

or move on to a¡other machine if no route is found. Unfortunatel¡ Kramer,

et al's method increases the network load because mobile agents are moving

throughout the network to gather information at all times. The more heavily

the network is loaded, the more energy each mobile host consumes in pro-

cessing the corresponding network trafrc. Another problem with their work is

that it is difficult to determine an approriate number of mobile agents to use to

update routing tables in an MANÐT due to the high rate of topology changes.

Additionally, they do not support having multiple application specifrc routing

algorithms concur¡ently in use.



4.3 A New Mobile Agent based Routing Pro-

tocol for MANETs (MARP)

Our proposed routing scheme pro'r'ides routing services at the application layer

using mobile agents. A mobile agent can independently execute plogråms on

data it carries at any machine it reaches; this offers speciflc benefits to routing

in mobile ad hoc networks. Like most existing routing protocols for MANETs,

we assume that the links between nodes in a mobile ad hoc network are bi-

directional. This makes all discovered routes reversible without any further

sea¡ch. While this does represent a current limitation of the protocol, it does

not mean that the proposed mobile agent based routing scheme is unable

to support unidirectional links. Additionally, all nodes in the network are

assumed to be uniquely identífied and nodes can come to know each others

identifrers.

Our Mobile Agent based Routing Protocol (MARP) is a simple and

efficient routing protocol designed specifically for use in multi-hop wireless ad

hoc networks of mobile nodes. Using MARP, the network is completely self-

organizing and self-configuring, requiring no existing network inftastructure

or administration. Network nodes cooperate by forwarding packets to each

other; this allows multi-hop communication between two nodes within wireless

transmission range of one another. As nodes in the network move or join or

leave the network and wireless transmission conditions such as link failure

occur, all routes are automatically determined and maintained by the MARP



routing protocol.

In designing MARP, we aimed to create a routing protocol that had low

overhead and was able to react quickly to changes in the netwo¡k. By using

multiple paths, MARP can more efficiently accomplish data packet transmis-

sion. MARP provides quick reactive service to help ensure successful delivery

of data packets regardless of node movement or other changes in network con-

ditions. In addition, if necessary, once routing agents are deployed in the

network, MARP is able to update the content of routing tables on the nodes

in an MANET more frequently than other routing protocols, which therefore

should lead to quick route discovery. Ease of upgrade is another benefit MARP

provides.

Recall that routing in an MANET generally consists of two phases:

route discovery and route maintenance. Our proposed routing scheme also uses

this approach. The basic idea behind the scheme is to develop two different

kinds of mobile agents. One kind of mobile agent will update the routing

tables of all the nod,es it reaches while discovering approriate routes. This has

the effect of maintaining more up-to-date routing information on machines

that are actively involved in message exchange while avoiding the overhead

of updating those machines that are not currently involved. Another type

of mobile agent will migrate to all nodes in the network and maintain the

discovered routes and thereby support application-layer routing. Note that

it is not required to pre-deploy routing code that has the same functionality

on all nodes, especially the new nodes, in the network by using this kind
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of mobile agent. That is, when a node becomes an intermediate node of a

route and there is not a routing code on it to support routing, a copy of this

kind of mobile agent can automatically migrate to the node from one of its

neighbouring nodes. These two types of agent are refe¡¡ed to as route discovery

agents (RDAgents) and route maintenance agents (RMAgents), respectively.

A simple MANET routing scheme using RDAgents and RMAgents is first

described. Two optimizations to the basic scheme are described later.

To allow mobile agents to be able to run on all nodes they reach, we need

to pre-deploy a universally agreed upon mobile agent execution environment

on all nodes in the network. This is no more a restriction than pre-deploying

an agreed upon routing protocol but supports significantly improved flexibìlity.

The existence of such an environment is assumed.

4.3.I Route Discovery

When a route to an unknown destination D is requested on host S, an âgent

¡vill be created to act on behalf of host S to perform all activities related to this

routing request, such as creating RDAgents, sending data packets, controlling

data transmission and so forth. This agent is referred to as a HostAgent. A

HostAgent is a stationary mobile agent. It is only responsible for one routing

request and is destroyed when the routing request is serviced or cancelled. The

class definition of a HostAgent in our implementation is shown in Figure 4.1

and the routing time control algorithm executed by the HostAgent is shorvn

in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: The class definition of a HostAgent



if i {nn path found} &&

{tin'le ccnsumption > Routirrg_Tme_Out}) {
if {Routing Times >= tu{ax Rcuting Times} {

Systenn.out.println{"tanr¡ot ftnd a path to the
given destiriatinrrf ");

Giving up this routìng reque*t;
]else {

Reeet the nouting start tirne;
Send RtAgents to all neìghbours;

Ï
]

Figure 4.2: The time control algorithm in a HostAgent

In the implementation of HostAgent, the function "handleMessage"

(Figure 4.1) handles all incoming messages from other mobile agents, starts

route discovery by calìing the function "sendRDAgent", gets data packets to

send by calling the function "getDataPacket" , and removes a route which is no

longer available by using the function "removePath". In addition, the HostA-

gent uses the function "updateRoutingTable" to update the local routing table

with the routing information received from RDAgents. When a HostAgent re-

ceives a new discovered route f¡om any given Route Discovery agent, it assigns

it a path number, which is uniquely created based on the local node identi-

frer and current timei, for the route and stores the route associated with the

rwe âssume clocks on all nodes are reasonably synchronized by "piggybacking" clock
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path number into a hash table "ht-path" and the next node along the path in

another table "ht:rext-proxy" .

Each data packet sent by HostAgent is saved in a hash table "ht¡ent data-packet"

associated with the path number of the path over which the packet wa6 trans-

ported to permit re-sending in the event oflost packets. The fieId "ilocal-¡ode"

is the identifier of the local node and the field "i-destination" is the identifier

of the destination node. The field "i-total-packet-number" denotes the num-

ber of data packets that need to be delivered successfuìly to the destination.

The field "i,path counter" records the number of discovered routes, the fie1d

"i packet-counter" is used to assign a sequence number to each created data

packet, and the field "ireceived-packet-counter" records the number of data

packets that have been received by the destination. The field "i-routing-times"

indicates the maximum number of the attempts to find a route to the given

destination, while the field "i,routing start time" records the beginning time

of the route discovery in absolute time. Figure 4.2 describes how a HostAgent

controls the routing procedure. If no path is found within a specified time pe-

riod, the HostAgent will re-dispatch RDAgents to discover route. The routing

request will be given up after a specified number of such attempts to avoid

endless route search and corresponding heavy network load.

A HostAgent frrst checks whether or not there is a route to the desired

destination in the local routing table. If so, the HostAgent begins sending

data packets immediately. Otherwise, the HostAgent responds to the routing

times on messages bet¡veen nodes.
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request by creating one or more identical RDAgents, anothe¡ kind of mobile

agent, to discover possible routes to the receiver. The HostAgent will send

one RDAgent to each neighbour node. The number of RDAgents created will

be determined by the number of hosts in radio range of S. Each RDAgent will

be assigned the same globally unique identifier, which is crated based on the

local node identifier and current time. Figure 4.3 shows the class definition for

RDAgents in our implementation.

An RDAgent uses the function "HandleMessage" (Figure 4.3) to deal

with received messages. It also collects route information using the function

"collectRoutinglnfo", it retrieves and updates the local routing table using

the function "getlocalRoutingTable" and "updateRoutingTable" and returns

its identifier using the function "getRDAgentID". The freld "i-ttÌ" indicates

the time-tolive of an RDAgent and the frelds "aplostproxy" identifies which

HostAgent sent it to find routes. The field "i-agentid" is the identifier of

the RDAgent, the field "isrcid" is the identifier of the source node, the field

"i-desid" is the identifier of the destination node, the field "i-localnodeid" is

the identifier of the local node currently being visited, the field "i-prevnodeid"

is the identifrer of the node from which the RDAgent migrated, and the field

"i¡rextnodeid" is the identifier of the node to which the RDAgent is going to

migrate. The vector "v-neighbours" stores information of al1 neighbour nodes,

and the vector "v-returnpath" contains information on all nodes which the

RDAgent has travelled through.

When an RDAgent arrives at a host, it first collects the node identifi-
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Figure 4.3: The class definition of RDAgent



cation and pushes this identifrcation and the current time as a single record

into the path stack2 it car¡ies. The RDAgent also updates the local routing

table3 rvith all the route information it carries (this includes information from

the source host as well as hosts it has visited before arriving at the local host).

This helps to ensure that all the encountered local routing tables acquire up-

to-date routing information that is likely to be relevant to them- The routing

table update procedure also includes removing any outdated entriesa in ad-

dition to inserting the new path entries. |iote that there is only one entry

for each reachable destination in any routing table. This constraint does not

affect multiple route discovery because the design of the algorithm guarantees

that no two RDAgents will travel the same path during a route discovery.

In addition, this constraint also does not affect multiple route transmission,

because RMAgents use another kind of table, called a path table, to support

multiple routes instead of using routing tables. This is discussed in greater

detail later. Thus, each RDAgent reaching the destination node will return

a different route to the source node even though some part of the discovered

routes may be the same.

A simple example of a routing table is shown in Figure 4.4. Each

routing table entry contains fields for the destination, next hop, cost, and the

2A path stàck is a data structure orga.nized as a stack that contains a sequence ofelements
that reflect ¡oute information from the originating source node (that the bottom element
stores) to the current node (that the top element stores).

3In the thesis, we use the routing tables ât the dâta link layer for communications between
nodes in the network.

4An outdated entry is an entry which has been in the routing table over a specified time
of period.
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creation time of the entry. The "next hop" field indicates the next node in

the path towards the destination indicated in the "destination" field, while

the "cost" is the hop count of the path to the destination- The algorithm for

updating a routing table is simple, and is shown in Figure 4.5. An RDAgent

reads elements in its path stack one by one and creates a new routing entry

for each element except the element corresponding to the local node. Each

new created entry takes the node identifier of the corresponding element as

the value of its destination field. If there exists an entry having the same

destination as a newly created entry in the local routing table, the RDAgent

compares the creation time of the existing entry and the new created one and

keeps the latest entry in the routing table (assuming that the newer entry will

be more accurate). Otherwise, the RDAgent simply inserts this new entry

into the routing table. Because the topology of the network is Iikely to change

frequently, the freshness of a path may be more important than other factors

such as path cost, so we consider the creation time of entries as the primary

factor when updating routing tables.

To ensure loop-freedom, when an RDAgent arrives at a node, it retrieves

the node identifier and checks whether or not it has already visited the node

by checking the path stack it carries. If the current node is found in the path

stack, the RDAgent simply destroys itself to avoid the possibility of forming a

routing loop.

After updating the local routing table, an RDAgent checks whether or

not a fresh path to the destination D is in the local routing table. If it finds
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such a path, the RDAgent continues forward along the discovered path to the

given destination D thereby updating the routing tables at all intermediate

nodes between the current node and the destination. This operation also

ensures that this path is still available at that time. On the other hand, if the

RDAgent cannot find a route to the desired destination in the current node's

routing tab1e, it clones itself and migrates the clones to the neighbours of the

local host. These clones will, again, all have the same identification number

as the original RDAgent. The TTL5 of the clones will also be the same as the

remaining TTL of the original agent. For example, if an RDAgent's TTL is 3

seconds, and it has been living for I second ¡vhen it clones itself at a host, then

the TTL of all its clones will be 2 seconds. When a cloned RDAgent's TTL

reaches zero it terminates. Doing this avoids creating too many RDAgents

in the network or creating RDAgents that roam too fa¡ from their source;

both would cause undue network load. After arriving at the destination, the

RDAgent sends a message containing the routing information back to S along

the path it followed.

Generally, a sender may discover multiple paths to the destination using

the above process. The time to discover different routes might be significantly

different, so it is impractical for the sender to wait until it believes that all

possible paths have been discovered- In this scheme, the sender will start

transferring packets using the first discovered path(s). That is, the sender will

begin to configure the discovered path for data transmission as soon as it is

5TTL (Time To Live) when used in this thesis is measured in seconds.
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found, and wilì transmit packets over additional routes simultaneously when

they become known to it, thereby splitting the load of packet routing over

many mobile hosts to avoid swamping a few. In this wa¡ paths are used zrs soon

as they are discovered thereby providing effective balancing of transmission

load without undue transmission startup delays. If no available paths are

found within a specified time, the sender (HostAgent) will resend RDAgents

to perform another route discovery. If no routes are found after a certain small

number of attempts (e.g. 5), the sender gives up on the corresponding routing

request.

The process of performing an entire route discovery is outlined in Figure

4-6-

4.3.2 Route Maintenance

When a sender (HostAgent) receives a message containing a route to a desti

nation, it immediately dispatches a lightweight mobile agent, the ProbeAgent

(the class definition of ProbeAgent in our implementation is shown in Figure

4.7), to configure RMAgents located on intermediate nodes along the discov-

ered path.

In the implementation of ProbeAgent, the function "getlocalNode" is

used to find out the identifier of the current node, and the function "addPa-

thEntry" configures the path table of the RMAgent executing on the current

node for packet forwarding by adding the route information carried by the

ProbeAgent into the path table. The field "aplostproxy" (Figure 4.7)is the
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HostAgent that sent this ProbeAgent, and the field "ap-prevproxy" is the

RMAgent executing on the node from which the ProbeAgent migrated to

the current node. The vector "v,path" stores the route information that the

ProbeAgent is carrying, while the field "i-path-seq-number" is the sequence

number of the path which the ProbeAgent is carrying. The field "i-destnode"

is the identifier of the destination node. The fieÌd "i-prevnode" is the identi-

fler of the node from which the ProbeAgent migrated. The fleld "i,ttl" is the

time-to-live for the ProbeAgent.

If a ProbeAgent does not find an existing RMAgent on a host, it simply

sends a request to the RMAgent on the previous node on the path it followed

and asks for a copy of the RMAgent to be sent to the current node (In an

environment where different RMAgents may be in use, this makes it easy to

ensure that the correct RMAgent is used.). The ProbeAgent does not move

forward until the requested copy of the RMAgent arrives. When a ProbeAgent

reaches the end of a path, it sends a message back to the source S and informs

it that the path has been configured and data transmission can be started

along this path.

RMAgents ¿re thus distributed as needed across all relevant network

nodes to "maintain" routing paths and to actually perform the forwarding of

packets. Figure 4.8 presents the implementation class definition of an RMA-

gent.

The function "HandleMessage" (Figure 4.8) is used to deal with all

incoming messâges from other mobile agents. If the current node is the des-
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<<impNementatiolr elass>>
FrobeAgent

_prËvFröxy : AgletFroxy

gath-seq*num: int

ttl : int

tlocallr'lnde{}: int
tlocalRoutinETåbl€{i : Vectnr

etRTAccessing{} :int
Accessing{l :vcid

dateLocalRCIutingTable{} :

Figure 4.7: The class definition of a ProbeAgent
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tination of a data packet, the function "dealAllPackets" is called to handle

these packets by delivering them to upper layer code. The function "getlo-

calNode" returns the identifier of the current node, and the function "getlo-

calPathTable" is used to get the path table of the RMAgent running on the

current node. The hash table "ptJocalpathtable" stores the next node iden-

tifier of each route passing through the current node associated with a given

path sequence number. All data packets destined for the current node will

be stored in the hash table "ht packet". The field "ilocalnode" contains the

identifler of the current node.

For RMAgents to route all data packets passing through them, the rele-

vant path information must be known by the RMAgents before data transmis-

sion starts. This work, as mentioned above, could be done by ProbeAgents.

Because a ProbeAgent travels along only one route and configures RMAgents

on all intermediate nodes along that path, an RMAgent is able to support

multiple routes if more than one ProbeAgent visits the node on which the

RMAgent is running.

A path table is used by the RMAgents to store relevant path informa-

tion. The path table of an RMAgent is a data structure, in which each entry

associates a path passing through the current node with the address of the

next hop along that path. When an RMAgent receives a packet, it checks the

corresponding entry from its path table using the path identifier6 the packet

contains and either forwards the packet to the next node or processes the

6the path identifier is unique in the network.
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_paçket: Hashtable

satl-¡ Time Out: int

¡ckets{} ; unid
f'lode(): int
PathTable{) : Hashtabl

handleMessaoe{l ; vcid

Figure 4.8: The implementation class definition of an RMAgent

packet if the local node is the desired destination. Path tables are entirely dif-

fe¡ent from routing tables. A routing table. is used for discovering routes, while

a path table is used for forwarding packets. The process of route maintenance

is presented in Figure 4.9.

Each RMAgent is responsible for forwarding packets at the application

layer and can support multiple routes simultaneously. Moreover, an RMAgent

also detects whether or not a node can still provide forwarding services. That

is, if a mobile host A cannot continue communications with the next node B

due to movement, host failure, or link failure, the RMAgent on A will send a

link failure message back along all known paths that include the link from A

to B. This informs all RMAgents on those paths that the specific link between

A and B is no longer available. When this happens, all so-informed RMAgents

will remove the corresponding paths from their path tables. Because multiple
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paths are normally employed for data transmission, the trafrc on the discarded

path can normally be transferred to other paths that are still available by the

sender.

Because it is hard to decide if a link failure is caused by its source (A)

or sink (B), the HostAgent simply discards any routes containing the link after

receiving a link failure message, and then uses other available paths to continue

data transmission. When all routes are broken, the HostAgent will start a new

route discovery. When the RMAgent on a destination node receives a data

packet, it is eventually delivered to the target application program. Once data

transmission is over, the HostAgent will send a special .OVER" packet to

info¡m the RMAgent on the destination node that transmission has finished.

The new applicationlayer routing algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks

just presented solves certain problems with previous routing protocols, includ-

ing broadcasting storm (since route discovery is done by flooding message

across the network) and heavy network load. In our initial implementation of

the described routing scheme, it is necessary that a copy of the class archives

for RDAgents, ProbeAgents and RMAgents be pre-loaded on each node that

supports routing services. To improve the efficiency of the proposed mobile

agent routing scheme further, we developed two improvements to the basic

algorithm which are presented later.



4.3.3 Characterizing MARP

Recall that routing in mobile ad hoc networks can be classifled into two cate-

gories: proactive routing and demand-based routing. MARP does not belong

to either of these classes, but it does have some features ofboth proactive rout-

ing and demand-based routing. MARP does not keep the route information

to all possible destinations at al1 times and discovers the requested routes on

demand, which is one of the typical characteristics of demand-based routing.

However, MARP does "cache" routes that are discovered along the paths by

the mobile agents in the routing tables for future use. By doing so it avoids the

potential overhead of additionaÌ route discoveries. This is one of the typical

characteristics of proactive routing.

In wireless environments, packet loss and collisions may occur during

data transmission. Error control is assumed to be handled by lower layer

protocols (e.g. as in 802.11b) and is not addressed directly by MARP.

4.4 Improvernent I to MAR,P

Recall that the network is assumed to be bi-directional. The first improve-

ment to MARP changes the place from which the ProbeAgent is dispatched.

Instead of being dispatched from the source node after the message providing

the ¡oute to the destination is received, in our flrst improvement to MARP,

when an RDAgent reaches its given destination, it dispatches a ProbeAgent

back to the source node along the route it discovered to repoft the route in-
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formation, rather than just sending a message back to the source code- In

this improved method, the ProbeAgent is responsible for updating the routing

tables on all the nodes it passes throught while returning the discovered route

to the source node as well as deploying RMAgents as needed. The ProbeAgent

also configures the path table of the RMAgents for packet forwarding. The

benefits of using a ProbeAgent in this way is that the routing tables of inter-

mediate nodes on a discovered path are updated a second time so that these

routing tables will hopefulìy contain more up-to-date routing information. Af-

ter a ProbeAgent reaches the source node, the HostAgent on the source node

can also then start transferring data at once without having to wait for the

ProbeAgent to deploy the RMAgents along the discovered path. Figure 4.10

shows an RDAgent dispatched to find a route from node A to node E, while

Figure 4.13 shows how a ProbeAgent travels back to node A from node E.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the processing during the route discovery. An

RDAgent gets to node D via node A and C. This RDAgent has collected

routing information describing the path A-C-D, so it can update the Ìocal

routing table at node D to provide routes to both C and A which are nor¡¡

known to be reachable. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the contents of

the routing tables on nodes C and D respectively after the RDAgent updates

those two routing tables. Figure 4.13 illustrates how a ProbeAgent is then

dispatched from node E to A along the reverse path. As can be seen in Figure

4.13, the ProbeAgent is on node C where it will update the local routing table

of node C by adding the routing information C-D-E. At that point, node C
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knows how to reach node E. Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 show the contents

of the routing tables on nodes C and D respectively after the ProbeAgent

updates the routing tables on those nodes.

This improvement reduces message exchanges during the path discovery

and also updates the routing tables of the involved nodes more frequently

thereby adding more lecent routing information to those routing tables. In

the implementation of this improved approach, a copy of the class archive

for RDAgents is also preJoaded on the source node, while copies of the class

archives of both the ProbeAgent and the RMAgent are pre-loaded on the

destination node.

4.5 Improvement II to MARP

On the basis of the general idea of MARP and improvement I, we developed

another method to improve the efficiency of the proposed routing scheme.

The basic idea behind this improvement is to deploy the RMAgents while the

the RDAgents are travelling, instead of doing so while the ProbeAgents are

returning as was done in improvement I. When an RDAgent is dispatched

to find a route to a desired destination, it examines whether or not there

is an RMAgent deployed when it reaches each node. If so, the RDAgent

does only the work described earlier. Otherwise, the RDAgent sends a request

message back to the previous node it passed through and asks for a copy ofthe

RMAgent to be forwarded to the current node, and then, after the requested

agent arrives, it continues forward to another node to continue to attempt to
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discover routes to the destination. This helps deploy RMAgents across the

whole network faster tha¡r in the original algorithm, which deploys RMAgents

only on the nodes that will be involved in a data transmission.

Sometimes an RMAgent might fail to migrate from the requested node

to the requesting node for some reason, such as link failure. In this situation,

the path is no longer available because a link in the path has been broken, so

the RDAgent stops searching and destroys itseÌf to sâ,ve powet consumption.

In the case where the RDAgent fails to discover a path, RMAgents may have

been deployed in vain at extra cost (in terms of transmission overhead). This,

however, is normally not lost effort since the RMAgents will now be pre-

deployed to support future communications.

A simple example of agent deployment in the second improvement to

MARP is shown in Figures 4.16 through 4.21. In the implementation of Im-

provement II, the class copies ofboth RDAgents and RMAgents are pre-loaded

on the source node, while a copy of the ProbeAgent is preJoaded on the desti-

nation node. The ProbeAgent in improvement II performs the same job as it

does in improvement I, updating the routing tables and configuring the path

tables of RMAgents while returning the discovered route to the source.

In Figure 4.16, the source node A has a routing request to the destina-

tion Ð and cannot find a route to node E in the local routing table, so node

A sends one RDAgent to each of its neighbours, nodes B and C.

As shown in Figare 4.17, rvhen two RDAgents arrive at node B and node

C respectively, neithe¡ of the RDAgents flnds RMAgents that are running on
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the local nodes, so both RDAgents send a request back to node A asking for

a copy of an RMAgent.

In Figure 4.18, after the copies of the RMAgent arrive at nodes B and

C, respectivelv. the RDAgents continue forward.

The RDAgents also cannot find an RMAgent on node D after getting

there, as shown in Figure 4.19, so both of them again send a request to the

previous nodes, B and C respectively. Two copies ofan RMAgent may be sent

to node D. However, the copy arriving later will simply be discarded.

In Figure 4.20, the RDAgents on nodes B and C continue travelling to

node E and find the current node is the desired destination.

In Figure 4.27, the two RDAgents cannot find an RMAgent running on
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node E, so they send a request to the previous node D asking for a copy of the

RMAgent. Two copies of the RMAgent are sent to node Ð and the later one

is discarded.



Chapter 5

Simulation Study

Since mobile agents must be capable of running on various platforms, we

chose Java as the development environment. Java is a widely available cross-

platform programming language that simplified the implementation of our

prototype system. Due to the cross-pìatfo¡m nature of Java, we also used

IBM's Aglets lLOKKg7l, a mobile agent system written in Java, to implement

all mobile agents in the prototype implementation.

To assess the routing efficiency of MARP, we integrated it into a mobile

ad hoc network simulator ANEJOS lSM01]. The simulations were conducted

on an Intel PC with a Pentium Celeron processor at 1000MH2, with 256Mbytes

of RAM running Windows 98.



5.1 ANEJOS - A Java based Simulator of Mo-

bile ad hoc Networks

The MANET simulator ANEJOS ISMOI] (ad hoc networks Java simulator) is

a simulator completely written in Java and is structured to be extensible and

adaptable to deal with various MANET routing protocols. This extensibility

is why we selected this simulator as our mobile ad hoc networks simulation

environment.

The ANÐJOS simulator was implemented based on SimJava IHM9B],

which is a process based discrete event simulation package rvith animation

facilities that allow users to see the progress of the simulation. The basic

components provided by ANEJOS include nodes and links. Another important

component of ANEJOS is its mobility models [CBD02]. ANEJOS provides six

different mobility models including: a Brownian motion model, a Column

mobility model, a Nomadic Community mobility model, a Pursuit mobility

model, a Random Gauss-Markov mobility model, and a Random Waypoint

mobility model. The Brownian mobility model is also known as a Random

Walk mobility model. In this mobility model, a mobile node moves from its

current location to a new location by randomly choosing a direction and speed

in which to travel. The Coìumn mobility model represents a set of mobile

nodes that move around a given line (or column), which is moving in a forrvard

direction. In the Nomadic Community mobility model, each mobile node uses

an entity mobility model (e.g., the Brownian motion model) to roam around
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a given reference point. When the reference point changes, al1 mobile nodes

in the group travel to the new area defrned by the new reference point and

then begin roaming around the new reference point. As the name implies, the

Pursuit mobility model represents mobile nodes tracking a particular target.

The Random Gauss-Markov mobility model was designed to adapt to different

levels of randomness via one tuning parameter. In this model, each mobile

node is initially assigned a current speed and direction. At fixed intervals of

time, the next location of a mobile node is calculated based on the current

location, speed, and direction of movement. The Random Waypoint mobility

model includes pause times between changes in direction or speed. That is,

a mobile node must stay in one location for a certain period of time before

moving to a random destination at a random speed. The availability of these

models allolv users to evaluate the performance of new routing protocols under

the various mobility scenarios.

6.2 Major Wireless Networking Technologies

A wireless network, often referred to as a Wireless LocaÌ Area Network (wire-

Iess LAN or WLAN), is a data communication system in which the data is

transferred between devices without the use of wires, most, via radio waves.

With the increasingly wide use of wireless networks, va¡ious wireless netwo¡k-

ing technologies have been proposed, including the IEEÐ 802.11 wireless Ether-

net standards, Bluetooth and IIDA. When designing a new routing protocol for

wireless networks, rve need to take some characteristics of rvireless networking
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technologies, such as speed, realit¡ security and so forth, into consideration

since these characteristics may have an impact on the usefulness of routing

protocols. For example, unreliable communications between mobile nodes in

a mobiìe ad hoc network may reduce the overall performance of a routing pro-

tocol applied to the network- In the following sections, brief introductions to

some popular wireless networking technologies are presented to highlight key

characteristics that are of potential reÌevance to our simulations of MARP.

5.2.L IEEE 802.11 Standards

On June 26th 1997, the final draft of the first 802.11 protocol standard was

approved by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) com-

mittee for the interface between client and a base station ("infrastructure

node"), as well as among wireless clients ("ad-hoc node"). The original 802.11

standard was used to specify â system transmitting a,t 2.4GHz and operating

at either 1 or 2Mbps. The 802.11 standard has gone through various revisions

made by the IEEE. Both 802.11b (l1MBbps) and the faster (54Mbps) 802.11g

are now applied widely in practice. The following gives brief introductions to

the three currently most relevant 802.11 standards.

o 802.11a - The 802.1la standard is a physical layer standard that spec-

ifies operation in the 5GHz radio band. 802.11a supports data ¡ates

ranging from 6 to 54Mbps. Because of its operation in the 5GHz band,

802.11a incurs much reduced radio frequency interference compared to

those standards (e.e. 802.i1b and 802.119) that utilize lhe 2.4GHz fre-
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quency which is shared with other devices (e.g. portable phones). With

high data rates and relatively little interference, 802.11a cân support

multimedia applications and environments with a large number of sinul-

taneous users. This also makes 802.11a an excellent iong-term solution

to meet current and future wireless communication requirements.

802.l1b - The earlier and predominant 802.11b standard is a physical

layer standard for wireless LANs in the 2.4GHz radio band. It provides

data rates of 7, 2, 5.5 and 11Mbps. The data rates decrease as the

distance between the user and radio access point increases. 802.11b was

introduced initially as an extension of the wired Ethernet standards, used

primarilv for TCP/IP traffic. It applies the same principles as those in

the wired Ethernet standard. Each radio may act as a hub for computer-

to-computer transmission, but it is much more common that a WLAN

(wireless local area network) installation uses one or more wired access

points to which the wireless devices connect. Multiple 802.11b access

points can operate in the same overlapping area over different channels.

802.11b is currently the primary wireless communication protocol in use.

802.119 - 802.119 is the most recent 802.11 standard. Its goal was to

define an extension to 20+ Mbps data rates by adding one more channel

to the current three in the operation spectrum ol 2.4GHz. It would

then be able to compete with 802.11a data rates. The maximum link

rate in 802-119 is 54Mbps. The biggest advantage of 802.119 is that

current 802.11b users are still able to access an 802-119 network, but
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with reduced data throughput. In addition, if an 802.119 client needs to

access an 802.11b access point, the 802.119 system is able to reduce its

transmission rate to 1lMbps to use the existing infrastructure.

5.2.2 Bluetooth

Bìuetooth IHNI+98] technology has been specified and designed with em-

phasis on robustness and low cost. Its implementation is based on a high-

performance, low cost integrated radio transceiver. Bluetooth is targeted at

mobile and business users who need to establish a wireless link, or a small

wireless network among nearby mobile devices (e.g. laptop, cellular phone,

PDA) and their peripherals. Hence, it is designed specifically for short range

(up to 10 meters typically), dynamic confrgrrability, low power (so it is well

suited to handheld devices) and support of both voice and data. Bluetooth

also operates in the international 2.4GHz radio band, at a gross data rate of

lMbps. A single unit can support a ma¡rimum data transfer rate of 721Kbps.

Bluetooth technology supports two kinds of wireless networks: piconets

and scatternets IBCE+97]. A piconet is a network of devices connected in

an ad hoc fashion using Bluetooth technology. A piconet is formed when at

least two devices, such as a laptop and a cellular phone, connect. A piconet

can support up to 8 devices. When a piconet is formed, one device acts as

the master while others act as slaves. A scatternet is a group of independent

piconets which share at least one common Bluetooth device. Bluetooth devices

must have point-to-multipoint capability to make scatternet communication
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possible, because the device involved in two different piconets must be able to

communicate with the master device of both of piconets.

5.2.3 IrDA

The Infrared Data Association (IIDA) lIrDO3] is a non-profit organization

established in 1993 to set and support both hardware and software standards

for infra¡ed communication links. IIDA specifies a way to transfer data via

infrared radiation in a wireÌess fashion. It is designed for high speed, short

range, point-to-point wireless data transfer. I¡DA has two versions 1.0 and 1.1.

IIDA 1.0 provides data rates ranging from 2400 to 1.152Mbps, while IIDA 1.1

defines data transfer rates from 0.576Mbps to 1.152Mbps. The IIDA protocol

stack is designed to support usage models similar to those of Bluetooth. The

mandatory protocols used by IIDA devices are:

o IrLAP (IrDA Infrared Link Access Protocol). The IILAP protocol is a

link layer protocol and is responsible for ensuring the IIDA devices do

not fight among themselves in multidevice communication. There is only

one master device allowed and the others are slaves. The communica-

tion is always half-duplex. IILAP describes how the devices establish a

connection, close it, and how they are internally numbered.

o IrLMP (IrDA Infrared Link Management Protocol). When the configu-

ration of an IrDA device changes, it lets the others know via the IrLMP

protocoÌ, which runs above ITLAP. IrLMP aims at detecting the pres-

ence of devices, offering a service, checking data flow, and acting as a
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multiplexer for configurations with more devices. However, IILMP does

not define a reliable way to create a channel. Reliability is provided by

the IrDA Transport Protocol (Tiny TP).

Tiny TP (IrDA Transport Protocol). This protocol manages communi-

cation channels between devices, performs error co¡rection, divides data

into packets, and reassembles original data from packets.

¡ ITOBEX (IrDA Object Ðxchange Protocol). IIOBÐX is a simple pro-

tocol, which deflnes PUT and GET commands that provide binary data

transfer between devices. It is built on top of Tiny TP. This protocol

also defrnes what a packet must contain for the devices to know each

other and to communicate.

Because different wireless networking technologies have different char-

acteristics, such as data rates, communication range and so on, using different

wireless networking technologies wiil have very different impacts on network

performance. Hence, selecting a wireless networking technology is important,

even for a simulated environnent. In our simulations, unless otherwise state.

We assume that the network is built based on IEEE 802.11g technology.

5.3 Simulation Analysis

Before discussing the actual simulations, we consider, in general, what perfor-

mance measures to use when studying routing protocols in a mobile ad hoc
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network. The measurements of interest can be seen from two angles: exter-

nally and internally. The external view is what the application sees and the

internal view is how the routing protocol behaves. The external measurements

are basically concerned with the end-to-end delay. The internal behaviour can

be further divided into routing accuracy and routing eficiency. Routing accu-

racy is measured by how close the chosen routes are to the optimal shortest

paths according to the length of the path. Routing efrciency is judged by how

much of the sent data is actually delive¡ed to the destination and how much

routing overhead is required to find routes.

5.3.1 Parameters of Interest

Perfo¡mance has to be evaluated against some parameter that describes the

characteristic behaviour of a mobile ad hoc network and that can be varied in

a controlled way. The parameters that we have chosen to simulate are:

o Link Capacity - which is reflected as network bandwidth, the effective

link speed measured in bits/second.

r Mobility - which is one of the most important characteristic behaviours

of a mobile ad hoc network. This parameter will affect the dynamic

topology of the simulated network and the connectivity of links between

nodes. This parameter can be represented by the node-moving speed in

the simulations.

r Host density - which is measured as the number ofnodes in a given area
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of a network. The host density basically determines the probable degree

of connectivity. Fewer nodes in the same area mean fewer neighbours to

send requests to, but, at the same time, the probability for collisions is

lower.

6.4 Simulation Setup

In this section, we describe horv the simulations were done. We have performed

three different sets of experiments:

r Link capacity simulations where the network bandwidth is varied to see

how the protocol behaves.

r Mobility simulations where the node-moving speed is varied to see how

it affects performance issues such as end-to-end deÌay, percentage of suc-

cessful routings, time to establish a route, average number of control

packets, average number of data packets, and percentage of out-of-order

data packets.

o Host density simulations where we vary the number of nodes in the

network to see how well the proposed routing protocol works.

To provide a basis for comparison, we also implemented another popular

MANET routing protocol, Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), and compared it

with the proposed routing scheme.
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The reason for choosing DSR is that DSR is a shortest path based

routing protocol and is also a wideÌy used routing protocol in mobile ad hoc

networks. Compared with DSR, we can observe what the benefits of using

multiple paths for data transmission are, instead of only using the shortest

path. Using DSR, when a node wants to communicate with another, the

source node broadcasts a route-request message to all its neighbours and each

neighbour adds its own address and continues forwarding the route-request

message to each of its neighours until the route-request message reaches the

destination which then responds with the desired route information. Using this

approach, multiple routes may be discovered, but only the shortest discovered

path is employed to transfer data. With DSR, when route maintenance detects

a problem with a route in use (due to movement of routing nodes), an update

message is sent back to the source node and the route is discarded. DSR

then re-broadcasts to discover a new route rather than trying to use another

discovered route.

We compared these two routing protocols by considering four aspects:

Average End-to-end Delay (the average time required to transfer 10 packets

between a source-destination pair), Route Acquisition Time (the time required

to establish route(s) when requested), Percentage of Out-of-Order Packet De-

liveries, and the Average Number of Control (the packets othe¡ than data

packets sent during the routing) and Data Packets (the packets containing the

content that is supposed to be t¡ansferred) Tlansmitted.
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Not all existing mobility models âre accurate enough to simulate the real

wo¡ld. We wanted a mobility model for the simulations which we felt would

best reflect real application scenarios for MANETs as described in Chapter

2. We further wanted a model that is capable of distributing nodes at a rela-

tively uniform density throughout the netwo¡k. Thus, we chose the Random

Gauss-Markov Mobility Model as the mobility model for our simulations. We

executed 10 simulation runs for each of the cases simulated and took the av-

erage as the result of each simulated case.

The simulation model used in this thesis is somewhat simplistic in the

sense that it simulates only the node movements and not actual packet trans-

missions and upper-level network protocols as in the case of an event-driven

netwo¡k simulator. The simulator considers a pair of nodes to have a link

between them as long as they are within radio range of each other and the

bandwidth between a pair of nodes does not change with the distance between

nodes. In the simulator ANEJOS, the message latency factors include the

route request time, the packet queuing time, the packet creation(clone) time,

the packet transmission time, and the packet processing time, among others.

Other parameters relevant to the simulations are shown in each simulation

case-

Our simulated environment is assumed to be devoid of obstacles to

transmission or movement. Further, transmission failures are assumed to be

uniformly distributed and independent, which does not take into consideration

spatially localized failures due to such things as microwave ovens or signal
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Parameter Value
'IYansmitter range
Number of nodes
Environment size

Time for a route discovery
Maximum number of route discovery attempts

Speed of node movement
Number of Data Packets

m2U

10

50x50 m
10 s

5

Ð m/s
10

Table 5.1: Parameters for Link Capacitv Simulations

reflections.

5.5 Link Capacity Simulations

5.5.1 Setup

In the link capacity simulations, the parameters assigned to each case are

shown in Table 5.1. The only difference between each case is the simu-

lated wireless bandwidth. The ad hoc network in each run had either 5Kbps,

50Kbps, 500Kbps, 5Mbps, or 5OMbps of wireless bandwidth.

In Table 5.1, the parameter "Time for a route discovery" is the maxi

mum time for one route discovery. If no path is returned after this maximum

time, the source node will start another route discovery for the same routing

reqÌlest. "Maximum number of route discovery attempts" refers to how many

times the source node will try to find a route before it gives up on the routing

request. The parameter "Speed of node movement" is the movement rate of

nodes in the simulation. The parameter "Number of Packets" is the number
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Figure 5.1: Average End-to-end Delay for Completing 10 Data Packets Trans-
mission in the Original Simulation

of data packets that are supposed to be sent successfully from the source node

to the destination.

5.5.2 End-to-end Delay

Figure 5.1 shows our initial results for the end-to-end delays of MARP and

DSR in the different wireless bandwidth which are almost the same. This is

not the result we expected, so we did some research to see how the simuÌator's

latency factors affect the end-to-end delay in the simulation and to determine

where the results came from. We found the simulator's packet processing

time is const¿¡ltly set to 1000 ms, which is much greater than other latency

factors and is not a reasonable time for processing a packet on a node. As a
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consequence, the changes to data transmission time caused by the changes of

wireless bandwidth do not significantly affect the end-to-end delay for a routing

protocol. To fix this error, we adjusted the values ofthe latency factors to make

these values reasonable according to some simulations for other protocols, such

as work by B. Awerbuch et al. fAHRl. In the modified simulations, the packet

size is 1000 bits, packet processing time is 10 ms, route request time is 5 ms,

packet creation(clone) time is 5 ms, and packet queuing time is a uniformly

distributed value between 1 ms and 10 ms. The modified simulations results

are presented in Figure 5.2. In this figure, both the end-to-end delay of MARP

and DSR decrease as the wireless bandwidth increases. This is because the

increase of wireless bandwidth decreases the packet transmission time, and

this decrease can be clearly observed when the bandwidth changes from a very

small number like SKbps to a large number like 5Mbps. Additionally, MARP

presents a similar end-to-end delay (for deìivering 10 data packets successfully)

as DSR does, so it seems that using mobile agents is not a potential negative

factor for MARP.

As shown in Figure 5.3, the probability of completing a routing suc-

cessfully within a specific period of time is high. This also reflects MARP's

stability even in the case of low wi¡eless bandwidth such as 5Kbps.

5.5.3 Route Acquisition Time

In Figure 5.4, DSR is shown to have a shorter time to establish a route than

MARP, This is because DSR is a packet level routing protocol, while MARP is
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Figure 5.3: Probability of Completing a Routing Successfully
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Figure 5.4: Route Acquisition Time

based on mobile agents. That is, DSR achieves route discovery using various

types of packets, which have a smaller average size than mobile agents and

thus take less time to process than setting up to execute the agent code on

the nodes as they are passing through in MARP. Although MARP needs more

time to establish a source route than DSR, MARP does not take additional

time to transfer data when compared ¡¡¡ith DSR. This is because RDAgents

and ProbeAgents update the local routing tables often, so that later RDAgents

may only have to visit a few mobile hosts to find a desired route. Further, using

multiple paths reduces the frequency of route discovery. The route acquisition

time of both DSR and MARP naturally decreases as the bandwidth inc¡eases.
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Figure 5.5: Average Number of Control Packets

5.5.4 Average number of Control and Data Packets Tbans-

mitted and Percentage of Out-of-Order Data Pack-

ets Delivered

As discussed, DSR is a packet based routing protocol while MARP uses mobile

agents to find routes and to maintain the data transmission. Although mobile

agents are ultimately sent as packets, as shown in Figlre 5.5, MARP still

needs a smaller number of control packets than DSR does. This is because

DSR spends more time in route discovery than MARP does. Using less packets

tro realjze routing is helpful in reducing the netwo¡k load.

In a wi¡eless environment, packet loss or corruption is unavoidable. The

average number of data packets transmitted is one of the primary issues when
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Parameter Value
Transmitter range
Numbe¡ of nodes
Environment size

Time of a route discovery
M¡-ximum number of route discoveries

Number of Packets
Network bandwidt h

20m
10

50+50 m
50 s

5

10

5 Mbns

Table 5.2: Parameters for Mobility Simulations

evaluating the quality of a routing protocol. In the simulations, both DSR

and MARP are required to send 10 identical packets from one node to another

node. As shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, both DSR and MARP have a

very small number of dropped data packets (about 1-3 dropped data packets

during a routing) and a small percentage of out-of-order data packets. A

large bandwidth is helpful to improve the eficiency of routing by reducing the

latency of packet transmission and mobile agents migration.

5.6 MobilitySimulations

5.6.1 Setup

The simulations in which mobility is varied were done by changing the move-

ment rates of hosts in the network. The wireless bandwidth was kept constant

(5Mbps) for the mobility simulations. The simulation pârameters that were

used for the mobility simulations are shown in Table 5.2.

By increasing the movement rate of nodes in the simulations, the mo-
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bility will also increase. For the mobility simulations, we varied the movement

rate of nodes from 2 m/s to 10 m/s in intervals of 2mf s. A speed of 10 m/s

corresponds to the speed of a car, which represents a relatively high degree of

mobility.

5.6.2 End-to-end Delay

As expected, as the movement rate of hosts in the network is increased, it is

more and more difficult to complete transmission of data packets, and both

MARP and DSR need more and more time to transfer data. Compared with

DSR, MARP, as shown in Figure 5.8, has a similar level of end-to-end delay

for transferring 10 data packets at a low movement rate such as 2m/s or

4m/s and a shorter end-to-end delay at high rates such as 8m/s or 10m/s.

Interestingl¡ the end-to-end delay of MARP does not increase as rapidly as

DSR when the rate increases- This suggests that using mobile agents to realize

routing does not introduce significant additional overhead in terms of routing

performance when compared to conventional algorithms and using multiple

paths can allow the routing protocol to adapt well to changes in a node's

movement rate. In Figure 5.9, the probability of completing a routing reduces

sharply when network nodes move faster, but the probability of completing a

routing is still as high as 69 percent when the rate is 10m/s. Hence, MARP is

suitable for a mobile ad hoc network with a high movement rate.
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Figure 5-9: Probability of Completing a Routing Successfully
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Figure 5.10: Route Acquisition Time

5.6.3 Route Acquisition Time

As shown in Figure 5.10, MARP takes more and more time to discover path(s)

to a given destination as the node movement rate increases from 2m/s to

4mf s, 6mls., Bm/s, and eventually 10m/s, but the route acquisition time for

the different node movement rates does not change significantly. This shows

that MARP has good adaptability to changes of mobility rate in the network.

As explained in the previous section, DSR, however, still takes less time to

discover routes than MARP does.
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Figure 5.11: Average Number of Control Packets

Average Number of Control and Data Packets

Tþansmitted and Percentage of Out-of-Order Data

Packets Delivered

Simila¡ to the results for link capabilities, MARP needs a smaller number

of control packets than DSR does(as shown in Figure 5.11). This is because

MARP employs multiple routes to transmit data and using multiple routes is

very helpful to reduce the frequency of route discovery when the topology of

a network changes rapidly. Considering the average number of data packets

required, as shown in Figure 5.12, MARP's requirements do not change sig-

nificantlv as the mobilitv of the nodes in the network j.ncreases. Figure 5.13
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Figure 5.13: Percentage of Out-of-Order Data Packet Delivery
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reflects the same results as Figure 5.7 and shows that MARP suffers from only

a relatively small and stable percentage of out-of-order data packets due to

the use of multiple path(s) during transmission.

6.7 Host Density Simulations

6.7.L Setup

We also varied the number of nodes that participated in the fixed-area network

to see how this affected the performance of routing protocols. We increased

the number of nodes from 5 to 20 and kept the wireless bandwidth and the

movement rate of nodes fixed during the host density simulations. The in-

crease in number of nodes basically meant that the connectivity also increased

since each node had more neighbours. Meanwhile, this also meant that more

nodes may be involved during the route discovery, which may result in more

migrations for mobile agents and also that a path may include more nodes

which increases the probability that path failures may occur. The results from

these simulations did not give any new information regarding the performance

of MARP and DSR. Hence, we just present the results and some brief descrip-

tions here.

The assigned parameters used for the host density simulations are shown

in Table5.3.
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Parameter Value
lransmrtter range
Number of nodes

Environment size
Time of a route discovery

Maximum number of route discoveries
Node movement rate
Number of Packets
Network bandwidth

2Um
10

50*50 m
50s

5

,5 m/s
10

5 Mbps

Table 5.3: Parameters for Network Densitv Simulations

Figure 5.14: End-to-end Delay for Completing 10 Data Packets Tlansmission
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Figure 5.15: Probability of Completing a Routing Successfully in MARP

5.7.2 End-to-end Delay

As Figure 5.14 shows, MARP continues to present a similar level of end-to-

end delay as DSR. In Figure 5.15, we observe that the accuracy of MARP

is relatively high and reduces only a little when the density of the network

increase.

5.7.3 Route Acquisition Time

As in other simulations, DSR is still faster at finding source route(s) than

MARP, regardless of the number of nodes in the network. This is shown in

Figure 5.16.
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5.7.4 Average Number of Control and Data Packets

Tþansmitted and Percentage of Out-of-Order Data

Packets Delivered

In the different host density cases, MARP still needs a fewer control pack-

ets than DSR does and continues to present similar performance in terms of

number of data packets and out-of-order data packets as compared with DSR.

This is reflected in Figure 5.17, Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.18: Average Number of Data Packets
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5.8 Surnmary of Simulation Results

In these simulations, MARP shows similar performance compared to a clas-

sic MANET routing protocol, DSR. This is because MARP exploits multiple

routes simultaneously to deìiver data packets, while DSR uses only the short-

est path. Though mobile agents are larger in size than the control information

sent using conventional MANET routing protocols (such as DSR), their abil-

ity to carry both data and program code allows the nodes which agents pass

through to maintain more and more up-to-date routing information, which

helps mobile agents find route(s) faster. In addition, when a failure of a link

in use occurs, MARP is able to transfer the work on this path to other avail-

able path(s) and transmission on other routes can continue without any effect.
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The simulation results show that MARP has good and stable performance as

the wireless bandwidth changes, as the movement rate of nodes in the network

changes, and as the number of nodes in the netrvork changes-



Chapter 6

Conclusions

Mobile ad hoc networks present many challenges in routing protocol design.

The goal of this thesis was to design and implement a new routing approach

for mobile ad hoc networks using mobile agents. The purpose of doing this

was to assess whether or not it would be possible to produce an agent based

system with adequate performance to justify their use and thereby benefit

from thei¡ enhanced flexibility (e.g. to support application dependent routing

algorithms). To do this, we defined and simulated a specific mobile agent-based

MANET routing protocol, MARP, and studied its performance.

6.1 Contributions

In this thesis, we presented a new on-demand routing scheme, the Mobile Agent

based Routing Protocol (MARP), which provides an efficient, easy-to-upgrade

solution for routing in wireless, mobile ad hoc netwo¡ks. Unlike routing proto-



cols implemented at the network layer or data link layer, our protocol employs a

new software paradigm, mobile agents, to discover and maintain source routes

between a pair of hosts at the application layer. "RDAgent" mobile agents

are employed to discover routes and to update the routing tables of each node

that they pass through, while "RMAgent" mobile agents are responsible for

the maintenance of data transmission and for reaction to link failures. To im-

prove the efficiency of MARP further, two optimizations were proposed. The

first optimization updates the routing tables of nodes more often, so it allorvs

our routing protocol to find a path faster. The second is targeted at deploying

RMAgents across the network faster.

Using mobile agents, MARP adapts quickìy to route changes when host

movement is frequent, yet requires little overhead during periods in which hosts

move less frequently. Compared with another routing protocol, DSR, MARP

exhibits good performance in reducing end-to-end delay, high and stable rout-

ing accuracy, reducing the number of control packets and reducing the proba-

bility of data packet loss based on simulation of a variety of scenarios including

variations in wireless bandwidth, node movement rates and host density.

6.2 F\rture work

In the future, we hope to expand the simulations to incorporate some addi-

tional optimizations, such as further reducing the size of mobile agents, re-

ducing the frequency of migration of mobile agents, reducing the timecost of

updating routing tables and to quantify the effects of those individual opti-
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mizations on the behavior and performance of our protocol. We also hope to

investigate the overall performance of the proposed MARP scheme further in

more realistic wireless environments, such as a small scale network composed

of laptops which can cornmunicate with each other via wireless interfaces. We

will also study MARP modifications that may improve performance in the case

of higher node movement rates and attempt to reduce the end-to-end delay

further. In addition, it would be interesting to also consider the concept of

"energy balance" (instead of load balance) and how to more directly achieve

it. In such a scenario, multiple routes that a¡e used to transfer data would be

selected based on the available energy at the nodes involved. This might be

achieved by gathering piggybacked information on battery status and other

factors that are ¡elevant to decisions about v¡hich paths should be used.

We will also explore optimizing the performance of MARP further by

designing a path selection algorithm based on the work of Kui [WH01] for use

when multiple routes are returned by agents. This algorithm selects paths

that have small length difference when compared to the shortest path. It

also selects paths that have few common links (which could form bottlenecks).

Although this thesis does not address security concerns in wireless networks,

future work should address issues related to attacks on privacy and denial of

service attacks in the routing protocol. Multicast routing is another issue that

requires in-depth investigation. Finally, it would be interesting to consider

how .lower-overhead mobile agent systems might be developed.

The use of mobile ad hoc networks is rapidly growing and evolving.
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Although there are still many challenges that need to be met, it is likely

that such networks will see widespread and growing use within the next few

years. Thus, making improvements in the efficiency and, more importantly,

the flexibility of MANET routing protocols is very important.

Source code for MARP and the simulations done are available upon

request.
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Appendix A

Glossary of Terms

This appendix contains some terminology that is related to ad-hoc networks.

Bandwidth: The link capacity of a link to carry information (typically

measured in bits per second).

Channel: The physicaì medium is divided into logical channels, allow-

ing shared uses of the medium. Channels may be made available by subdivid-

ing the medium into distinct time slots, distinct spectral bands, or decorrelated

coding sequences.

Flooding: The process of delivering data or control messages to every

node within network by duplicating a packet to be flooded and sending it out

on every outgoing link of a node except the one it was received on.

Host: Any node that is not a router.

Link: A communication facility or medium over which nodes can com-

municate with each other.

Loop free: A path taken by a packet that never transits the same
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intermediate node twice before arrival at the destination.

Neighbour: A node that is within transmitter range from another

node on the same channel.

Node: A device that implements IP.

Router: A node that forwards IP packets not explicitÌy add¡essed to

itself. In the case of ad-hoc networks, all nodes are at least unicast routers.

Routing table: The table where the routing protocols keep routing

informatìon for various destinations. This information can include the next

node to route to and the number of hops to the destination.

Source route: A route from the source to the destination made avail-

able by the source.
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Appendix B

Class Definitions of Packets

Used in Our Implementation

This appendix contains the class definitions of the control packets that were

used in the MARP scheme.

There are four kinds of packets used for route discovery and route main-

tenance; all of these are child classes of MARPPacket.

8.1 MARPPacket

In MARP, all packets must be forwarded along a given path. This means that

all packets must have two common properties: owner (who sends this packet)

and path identifler (which specifies the path this packet travels along). Hence,

we designed a class which contains these two properties to be the parent class

of all other packet types.
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<<implen'rentation çlass>>
MARPFacKet

p_hostproxy:
¡rath:

rËxy{}:AglelP
SeqNumber{} :int

Figure 8.1: The implementation class of MARP Packet

The class definition of MARPPacket is shov¡n in Figure 8.1

8.2 Data Packet

When a source route is returned to the source node, data packets will be sent

to the destination. The class definition of the data packet is shown in Figure

R.2.

8.3 Acknowledgement Packet

When a data packet is received by the destination' an acknowledgement packet

must be returned to the sender from the destination to inform the sender that

the packet has been delivered successfully and that the next packet can be

transferred. The class definition of the ¿cknowledgement packet is shown in

Figure 8.3.
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<<implementatisn slass>>
tlataPacket

_hostproxy : Ag letProxy
i_path_seq_num :int
_packe[_seq_nurn : int
i senttirne : int

content: fiþ

ath$eqNumber{} : int
acket$eqf,lumher{}: ì

ntTirne{}: int

Figure 8.2: The implementation class of Data Packet

Figure 8.3: The implementation class of Acknowledgement Packet

<<irn plernentatiçn rlãssÞ >

AckPacket

l]ath*seq_num :irÏl

tFroxy{j: AgletF
alhSeqNumbe{} : int

Number{}:i
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LinkFailureFacket

_hcstproxy : AgletFroxy
lrath_seq_num :int
i link source; int

link sink: int

umbe(): int
tlinkfisurce{} : int

Figure B.4: The implementation class of link Failure Packet

8.4 Link Failure Packet

A Link Failure packet is designed to contain the information concerning the

misbehavouring link and is used to inform the source node to disca¡d all paths

which contain such a iink. Figure 8.4 shows the class definition of a link failure

packet.


